1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Initial and most clinical manifestations of patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) include fever, fatigue, and dry cough.[@bib0005] Patients with severe disease may exhibit pulmonary inflammation and infiltration, as well as systemic inflammatory cytokine storms, even death.[@bib0010] Besides, some patients were undetected relatively mild infections.[@bib0015] However, these are no specific antiviral treatment for COVID-19, currently. Supportive cares, including symptomatic controls and prevention of complications are remaining the most critical and cornerstone therapeutic regimens.[@bib0020]

Traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) has been proven to be effective in patients with influenza.[@bib0025], [@bib0030] In the prevention and treatment of COVID-19, TCM have been widely used, especially in treating cases of mild symptoms.[@bib0035] The combination of traditional Chinese and Western medicine is seemed to more effective than Western medicine alone for the management of Covid-19.[@bib0040] Variety of TCM have been endorsed by the National Health Commission for the treatment of COVID-19. Lianhuaqingwen (LH) is one of them, which is used to treat COVID-19 with a solid theoretical foundation in the field of TCM.[@bib0045] Experimental research also showed that LH exerted broad-spectrum effects on a series of influenza viruses by inhibiting viral propagation and regulating immune function.[@bib0050]

As for as we know, only one systematic review evaluated the efficacy and safety of LH combined with western medicine treatment COVID-19.[@bib0055] But four studies with poor quality were included and the statistical method through single rate in their study.[@bib0055] Therefore, it is necessary to provide a higher level of evidence to assess the efficacy and safety of LH treatment of patients with COVID-19. Our study aim is to evaluate the efficacy and safety of LH for treating patients with COVID-19 by a systematic review and meta-analysis.

2. Methods {#sec0010}
==========

2.1. Study registration {#sec0015}
-----------------------

Our study was reported according to the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) statement[@bib0060] and the synthesis without meta-analysis (SWiM) in systematic reviews.[@bib0065] We prospectively registered this study protocol to the International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO, CRD42020176332).

2.2. Eligibility criteria {#sec0020}
-------------------------

Randomized controlled trials (RCTs), nonrandomized controlled trials, case-control trials, cohort studies, or cross-sectional studies meet the following criteria were included: (1) patients with COVID-19 were confirmed by a laboratory test; (2) patients treated with LH or LH combines with other drugs; (3) reported data on efficacy or safety of LH on COVID-19; (4) included a sample size of larger than 10; (5) published in Chinese or English language.

We excluded the following studies: (1) studies included suspected cases; (2) studies did not focus on LH; (3) case reports, reviews, animal studies, letters, comments, abstracts, and editorials.

2.3. Search strategy {#sec0025}
--------------------

We conducted a comprehensive literature search using in the China National Knowledge Infrastructure (CNKI), Chinese Biomedical Literature Database (CBM), Wanfang database, PubMed, Embase, and Web of Science (WoS) from December 1, 2019, to June 2, 2020. The following search terms were used: "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2", "SARS-CoV-2", "coronavirus disease-19", "COVID-19", "novel corona virus", "new coronavirus", "2019 novel coronavirus", "2019-nCoV", "novel coronavirus", "nCoV-2019", "novel coronavirus pneumonia", "coronavirus disease 2019", "Lianhua Qingwen", and "Lianhuaqingwen". The detailed search strategy of PubMed is presented in Supplement 1. We also manually searched the reference lists of eligible studies and relevant systematic reviews to identify additional potentially eligible studies.

2.4. Study selection {#sec0030}
--------------------

We used Endnote X8 (Thomson Reuters (Scientific) LLC Philadelphia, PA, US) software to manage the identified records and remove duplicates. Two reviewers (ML and YG) independently screened the titles and abstracts to determine studies that should be further evaluated. Then, two reviewers (ML and YG) reviewed the full-texts of potential studies to determine the final eligibility. Any disagreements were solved by consulting a senior reviewer (JHT). Considering multiple studies with overlapping patients, the study with a larger sample size was included.

2.5. Quality assessment {#sec0035}
-----------------------

Two reviewers (YY and KLY) independently assessed the quality for each included study, and a third reviewer (JHT) was consulted in case of disagreement. The quality of included studies was evaluated by three tools. Cochrane Risk of Bias (RoB) tool was been used to assess the quality of randomized controlled trials. Newcastle-Ottawa Scale (NOS) was been used to assess the quality of case control studies. Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) checklist was been used to assess the quality of case series studies.

2.6. Data extraction {#sec0040}
--------------------

A pre-designed data extraction form was used to extract information from including studies. This form included the following information: authors, publication year, country of the first and corresponding author, journal name, publication language, study setting, study period, study design, sample size, age and sex of patients, existing comorbidities, interventions, doses of LH, duration of treatment, follow-up, and outcomes of interest. Two reviewers (ML and YG) independently conducted data extraction and disagreements were resolved by consulting a senior reviewer (JHZ).

2.7. Statistical analysis {#sec0045}
-------------------------

We conducted pairwise meta-analyses using the Mantel--Haenszel method with the random-effects model for RCTs to estimate the overall effect size between LH and control group. The pooled risk ratio (RR) with 95% confidence intervals (CIs) was used for the dichotomous variables. Heterogeneity between trials was evaluated using *I*² statistics. The values of 25%, 50%, and 75% for the *I*² were indicated of low, moderate, and high statistical heterogeneity, respectively. We planned to explore the publication bias using funnel plots if the number of included studies exceeded nine.[@bib0070] All analyses were conducted by RevMan 5.3. *P* value \< 0.05 is considered statistically significant.

For outcomes that could not be meta-analyzed, we performed a descriptive analysis. In this process, we followed the SWiM guideline, which was used in systematic reviews to examine the quantitative effects of interventions for which meta-analysis of effect estimates is not possible, or not appropriate.[@bib0065]

3. Results {#sec0050}
==========

3.1. Study selection {#sec0055}
--------------------

The literature selection process is described in detail in [Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} . We identified 83 records from the six electronic databases in the initial search. After removing 40 duplications, screening of the remaining 43 titles/abstracts yielded 34 potentially eligible literatures. By screening the full-text, 26 literatures were excluded because they were not in the field of interest and eight studies were included.[@bib0075], [@bib0080], [@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0095], [@bib0100], [@bib0105], [@bib0110] Fig. 1PRISMA flow diagram of study selection process (CNKI = China National Knowledge Infrastructure, CBM = Chinese Biomedical Literature Database, WOS = Web of Science, PRISMA = Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses).Fig. 1

3.2. Characteristics of the included studies {#sec0060}
--------------------------------------------

[Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"} present detailed characteristics of the included studies. All studies were published in 2020 and performed in China. The disease stages of patients with COVID-19 were mild or ordinary. Included clinical trials enrolled patients from January 1, 2020 to March 06, 2020. Only one study was published in English.[@bib0085] Three trials are RCTs,[@bib0085], [@bib0105], [@bib0110] three are retrospective case control studies[@bib0075], [@bib0090], [@bib0100] and two are retrospective case series.[@bib0080], [@bib0095] The total sample size was 924 (506 males), and sample size per study ranged from 32 to 295. The mean age of the patients was between 44.1- and 60.1-year old.Table 1Characteristics of included studies.Table 1StudyStudy typeCOVID-19 stageAge(M ± SD)TreatmentManufacturer (LH)Dose (LH)/DurationsMain outcomesBasic treatmentIntervention/controlInterventionControlYu [@bib0105]RCTMild and Ordinary48.3 ± 9.6 47.3 ± 9.7(A) LHG+(B) (n = 147)(B) Arbidol Dispersible Tablets + Moxifloxacin tablets + Ambroxol tablets (n = 148)BY6 g/times, tid n.r.①②③④⑤⑥⑦NoneHu [@bib0085]RCTMild and Ordinary50.4 ± 15.2 51.8 ± 14.8(A) LHC+(B) (n = 142)(B) Arbidol Dispersible Tablets (n = 142)SYNo 14days①②③④⑤⑥⑦Oxygen therapy + Antiviral medications + Symptomatic therapiesWang [@bib0110]RCTOrdinaryn.r. n.r.(A) LHC + Lopinavir (Ritonavir)+(B) (n = 30)(B) LHC + Interferon-alpha (n = 30)n.r.1.4 g/times, tid 7∼10 days①NoneChen [@bib0075]Case controlOrdinary55.5 ± 12.3 55.8 ± 11.6(A) LHG+(B) (n = 51)(B) Antiviral medications + Antimicrobial medication(n = 51)SY6 g/times, tid 7 days②③④⑤Nutritional support therapy + Symptomatic treatmentYao [@bib0100]Case controlOrdinary57.1 ± 14.0 62.4 ± 12.3LHG+(B) (n = 21)Conventional therapy (n = 21)n.r.6 g/times, tid n.r.④⑤NoLiu [@bib0090]Case controlMild and Ordinaryn.r. n.rLHC + Arbidol Dispersible Tablets (n = 14)LHC(n = 18)SY1.4 g/times, tid②⑤⑥⑦Oxygen therapy + Symptomatic therapiesWang [@bib0095]Case seriesMild and Ordinary44.1 ± 12.6 NALHG + Conventional therapy(n = 55)NoneBY6 g/times, tid n.r.④⑤⑥NoChen [@bib0080]Case seriesOrdinary60.1 ± 17.0 NALHG + Conventional therapy (n = 54)NoneBY6 g/times, tid (8.0 ± 4.1) days④⑤⑦Human immunoglobulin + Ganciclovir injection + Levofloxacin injection + Methylprednisolone sodium succinate[^2]

Four studies provided the durations of LH treatment patients with COVID-19. The shortest was 7 days and the longest was 14 days. Four studies provided information of patients' comorbidities (Supplement 2). The details of the vital signs of including patients were shown in Supplement 3. The details the diagnostic criteria of included study were listed in Supplement 4.

3.3. Quality of including studies {#sec0065}
---------------------------------

The quality of the three included RCTs is shown in [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} . The quality of three case control studies was assessed by NOS. The study published by *Yao KT* et al. scored 4,[@bib0100] *Cheng* DZ et al.'s[@bib0075] scored 6 and *Liu LL* et al.'s[@bib0090] scored 5. The quality of two case series which published by *Wang FC* et al.[@bib0095] and *Cheng DZ* et al.[@bib0080] were all fair quality.Fig. 2The risk of bias of including randomized controlled trials.Fig. 2

3.4. Outcomes {#sec0070}
-------------

### 3.4.1. RCT {#sec0075}

Two RCTs reported the comparison of overall effective rate, CT recovery rate and aggravation rate between LH combined with conventional treatment and conventional treatment.[@bib0085], [@bib0105] [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"} is the statistical analysis results. Compared with patients treated by conventional treatment, patients treated by LH combined with conventional treatment have a higher overall effective rate (RR = 1.16, 95%CIs: 1.04∼1.30, *P* = 0.01) and CT recovery rate (RR=1.21, 95%CIs: 1.02∼1.43, *P* = 0.03). The aggravation rate of patients treated by conventional treatment was higher than patients treated by LH combined with conventional treatment (RR=0.59, 95%CIs: 0.37∼0.94), and the difference was statistically significant (*P* = 0.03). Another RCT conducted by *Wang SZ* et al. showed that LH combined with lopinavir/ritonavir was more effective than LH alone for patients with COVID-19.[@bib0110] Fig. 3Forest plot for meta-analysis of LH treat patients with COVID-19.Fig. 3

In addition, *Hu K* et al. also found that patients treated by LH combined with conventional treatment had shorter time to recovery of fever, fatigue and coughing.[@bib0085] About the safety of LH, *Hu K* et al. provided the data of adverse event in both group of patients.^17^ They found that patients whom treated by LH combined with conventional treatment had a statistically significant low incidence of diarrhea (5.6%﹤13.4%, *P* = 0.026). And both groups of patients appeared abnormal liver function, renal dysfunction, headache, nausea, vomiting and loss of appetite. But the rate of these adverse events between the two groups did not have statistically significant difference. An important finding of *Yu P* et al. in RCT is that LH combined with conventional treatment changed the expression of inflammatory factor (e.g. WBC, LYM, CRP, PCT) more than the conventional treatment.[@bib0105]

### 3.4.2. Case studies {#sec0080}

*Chen DZ* et al. and *Yao KT* et al. showed that LH combined with conventional treatment can significantly improve the symptoms of fever, cough, sputum and shortness of breath in patients with COVID-19 by retrospective case control study.[@bib0075], [@bib0100] In addition, *Chen DZ* et al. also revealed that LH can improve the clinical symptoms of fatigue, chest tightness, loss of appetite of patients with COVID-19.[@bib0075] And *Liu LL* et al. found that compared with treatment by LH alone, LH combined with abidole was more effective.[@bib0090] However, the rate of abnormal liver function in the combined medication group was higher than that in the single medication group, and should be of concern.[@bib0090] In addition, *Chen DZ* et al. and *Wang FC* et al. showed that LH combined with conventional treatment had a significant effect in treating patients with COVID-19 by retrospective case cerise.[@bib0080], [@bib0095] And the effective rate of treatment for 7 days was significantly higher than that of treatment for 5 days.[@bib0080] *Wang FC* et al. also showed that the longer the course of treatment, the easier it is for laboratory test indicators to return to normal.[@bib0095]

4. Discussion {#sec0085}
=============

4.1. Summary of the main results {#sec0090}
--------------------------------

We conducted an extensive systematic review of the efficacy and safety of LH treatment patients with COVID-19 across a broad range of condition. We included eight clinical trials with 924 patients. And the disease stages of all patients were mild or ordinary. Our study found that LH combined with conventional treatment (e.g. oxygen therapy, antiviral, antimicrobial) may improve the clinical efficacy of patients with COVID-19. There are different results regarding the safety of LH. A study found that it may reduce the occurrence of some adverse events, such as diarrhea.[@bib0085] But another study found that the rate of abnormal liver function in the combined medication group is higher than that in the single LH group.[@bib0090]

4.2. Overall completeness and applicability of the evidence {#sec0095}
-----------------------------------------------------------

LH is a manufactured product of the TCM formula marketed in Global. Both in vitro experiments and clinical trials proved that it is effective for COVID-19.[@bib0085], [@bib0115] Clinical investigations showed that the most common clinical symptoms of COVID-19 are fever, fatigue, and cough.[@bib0120], [@bib0125] And some studies indicated that LH can affect the relevant cytokines and ameliorating lung injury associated with inflammatory cell infiltration.[@bib0130] Therefore, in addition to improving clinical symptoms, LH may also improve relevant laboratory and physical detection indicators. Thus, LH may be used not only for mild patients with fever, fatigue, and cough, but also for severe patients with lung injury. And more studies are needed to prove more potential therapeutic effects for patients with COVID-19.

4.3. Potential biases in the review process {#sec0100}
-------------------------------------------

In our study, we systematically evaluated the efficacy and safety of LH treatment of patient with COVID-19. The results of this study have certain reference value for the treatment of patients with COVID-19. Moreover, the in-depth study of LH also has a guiding role. However, our study also has some limitations. Firstly, all the studies included were from China, and the sample size was small, so the current findings may not fully reflect the global situation and should be interpreted with caution. Secondly, although the basic characteristics of the patients included in the study did not differ significantly, but some factors were not evaluated and may affect the accuracy of the results. Thirdly, the patient overlap was still possible between two studies that published by *Chen DZ*.[@bib0075], [@bib0080] Fourth, there was a lack of data for subgroup analysis. Moreover, the data for meta-analysis was only contained two original studies, so the results needed to be interpreted carefully. As more data become available, it is necessary to update this systematic review and performed more comprehensive analyses to answer questions to guide clinical practice.

4.4. Agreements and disagreements with other studies or reviews {#sec0105}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Cai LL et al.'s study showed that LH was more eﬀective than other Chinese medicinal and western drugs in alleviating ﬂu-like symptoms when treating inﬂuenza by a systematic review.[@bib0135] Lu ZJ et al. showed that LH combined with conventional Western medicine in the treatment of pneumonia could improve the clinical treatment efficiency, shorten the time of fever, cough, rale disappearance and imaging recovery, improve CRP index and accelerate the recovery of pneumonia patients.[@bib0140] So far, there is only one systematic review on LH treatment of patients with COVID-19.[@bib0055] However, it only included four studies, and the analysis method has big flaws.[@bib0055] The conclusions drawn are not convincing and cannot guide the clinical application of LH. Our study has strict acceptance criteria and reasonable evidence summary methods. The results showed that for patients with COVID-19, LH combined with conventional treatment was significantly better than conventional treatment alone. Therefore, our study will provide a good guidance for LH in the treatment of patients with COVID-19.

4.5. Implication for practice {#sec0110}
-----------------------------

Like the treatment of influenza, LH plays an irreplaceable role in the treatment of patient with COVID-19.[@bib0145] However, like other TCM, it needs to be used in combination with western medicines, and the effect of single use is general.[@bib0150] We all know the control of SARS-CoV-2 still presents multiple challenges in the short term, more potent antiviral drugs are urgent to be developed.[@bib0155] Therefore, before the development of special antiviral drugs, integrated Chinese and Western medicine treatment will be the most effective treatment for patients with COVID-19.

4.6. Implication for research {#sec0115}
-----------------------------

Worldwide, the TCM market is increasing by 10∼20% annually.[@bib0160] But TCM cannot be more widely accepted, and other important factors are safety and consistent quality. LH is a proprietary Chinese medicine, and our study found that there are different results regarding the safety of LH. Therefore, when LH combines with other drugs, more attention should be paid to safety. More clinical trials are needed to confirm the safety of LH combines with other drugs.

4.7. Conclusion {#sec0120}
---------------

Our study indicated that LH may improve the clinical symptoms of patients with COVID-19, such as fever, fatigue and muscle ache. When LH combines with other drugs to treat patients with COVID-19, the safety is uncertain. As more data become available, it is necessary to update this study and performed more comprehensive analyses to answer questions to guide clinical practice.
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